himself became tsar at the beginning of 1598 in a complex intrigue that would ultimately lead to interregnum in Russia.
Godunov was an active founder of border settlements in Russia, and the post of Verkhoturye (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, it should be noted that these details were originally emphasized with a bright palette of colors on the background of the white church walls.
10
As for the profusion of ceramic ornament, the octagonal lucarnes on the north and south facades are typical in "Naryshkin baroque" churches of the Moscow area, but the solar rays in bright polychrome tile that emanate from these windows are unique (Fig. 5) . The seventeenth The walls were not designed to withstand serious attack, but the obvious resemblance to the Moscow Kremlin, with ghibelline ("swallowtail") crenellation, provided further visual emphasis Although there is no documentary evidence on the authorship of so imposing a structure (Fig. 19) , some sources attribute the main structure to the prominent local architect Mikhail Malakhov.
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The Rostorguev-Kharitonov by not one, but two ionic porticoes (Fig. 23) . 
At the turn of the twentieth century
Ekaterinburg also had a number of wooden houses with fanciful decorative carving, isolated examples of which still survive (Fig. 29) . Indeed, a few of these wooden houses displayed a resourceful adaptation of style moderne devices, such as the curved window surrounds of a house built in 1912 by the architect Yankovskii (Fig. 30) . (Fig. 34) ; the Perm-Sverdlovsk The fact that the security ministry used its vast pool of GULAG prisoner labor for construction projects throughout Siberia, as well as in the rest of the Soviet Union, was not always widely publicized, but this component of the coercive Stalinist economic structure was hardly a secret, particularly in Siberia. angled and staggered placement in relation to the street creates a visually striking pattern (Fig. 43) .
The dominant feature of the project, however, was the office and dormitory tower, which now American architecture of a century earlier (Fig. 51) .
In an attempt to rival one of the world's tallest 
11
On seventeenth-century architectural ceramics in Russia, see Brumfield, History, 160-63, 180-81.
12
The reference to Moscow's goncharnaia sloboda is included in Zolotov, Pamiatniki, 38.
13
The inscription is reproduced in Baidin, et al., Ocherki istorii, 164-65. Presumably this inscription would have been vetted in Moscow, although that did not prevent a mistake in the name of one of the prelates. 
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I am grateful to Elena Dvoinikova, a restoration specialist from Ekaterinburg, who showed me the renovation work at the monastery and introduced me to Viktor Siminenko, head of the restoration firm «Terem» in Ekaterinburg. Siminenko explained the process of recreating not only the appearance of the iconostasis, but also the Kuznetsov formula for the clay and the glazing. 
